
 
 

AFFINITY CONSULTING GROUP EXPANDS LEGAL DOCUMENT 
MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES WITH ADDITION OF PARTNER RON 

WARMAN 
 
Largo, Florida – February 26, 2019 – Affinity Consulting Group, a law firm 
management and legal technology consulting company, announces the recent addition of 
Partner Ron Warman to the company’s leadership team. 
 
An industry insider with over 20 years of experience in legal document management 
systems (DMS), Warman is well respected for his ability to implement solutions that 
enable clients to both manage daily challenges and plan for future growth.  
 
“Ron brings an extensive, high level of technical experience to our team, and has worked 
with some of the most prominent law firms in the world,” says Affinity Partner Debbie 
Foster. “He has a unique ability to connect with clients at any level, from CIOs and 
managing partners to help desk technicians, and everyone in between. Ron is an 
incredible resource to our clients. Affinity could not be happier to have him on our team.”  
 
Warman will head Affinity’s industry-leading DMS department, which comprises 20 
specialized engineers and consultants. The team’s work helps legal organizations to 
reduce their dependence on paper while improving efficiency and productivity. More 
information about Affinity’s DMS capabilities is available at 
https://www.affinityconsulting.com/document-email-management/. 
 
“I have been working with various DMS platforms for my entire career,” says Warman. 
“I started with some brief exposure to Soft Solutions and would later gain extensive 
experience with products such as Docs Open/DM/eDocs, iManage, NetDocuments and 
Worldox. Document management has been my primary area of concentration for the last 
10 years, with a more recent strategic focus on NetDocuments, a leading cloud-based 
DMS.” 
 
Warman’s decision to join Affinity was based largely on the depth of DMS talent already 
in place, he says, and the complementary strengths of existing team members. A shared 
vision of the roles played by people, process, and technology in the success of legal 
organizations was also a factor. Warman’s addition to Affinity’s DMS team has enabled 
the company to extend an existing growth pattern and expand into large corporations, 
where the need for document management solutions is continually evolving and demand 
for in-depth technical expertise is high.  
 
About Affinity Consulting Group: Affinity Consulting Group is a law firm 
management and legal technology consulting company that inspires, enables, and 



empowers legal teams of all sizes to work more efficiently. The company’s holistic 
approach addresses the roles of people, process, and technology in optimizing 
performance. To learn more, please contact Affinity Consulting Group by phone at (877) 
676-5492, by email at info@affinityconsulting.com, or by visiting 
http://affinityconsulting.com.  
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